SWAPPIT
MISSION

WHY SWAPPIT?

To maximize users’ cryptocurrency utility by giving them the
most eﬀicient solution to unlock their purchasing power without
compromising their exposure through our crypto-backed
loaning platform.

Affordable

We oﬀer the lowest interest rate in the
industry (4.8% APR).

THE PROBLEM

Fast

Given widespread speculation on cryptocurrency prices, holders
have become increasingly reluctant to use their cryptocurrencies, resulting in low money velocity and negligible utility.
Platforms that provide collateralized loans have been the most
promising solution to the abovementioned problems.

Loans are funded by users’ own cryptocurrencies, allowing for instant financing.
Customizable

Users have full control over all contract
terms, including loan amount, maturity date,
and preferred payment method.

However, many of the existing platforms in the market charge
exorbitant interest rates of up to 18% as a result of high risk
premiums charged by lenders.

Secure

Sensitive data is stored oﬀline and encrypted
using the strongest cipher.

THE SWAPPIT SOLUTION
Through the use of derivatives, we allow users to create synthetic
borrowing through their own cryptocurrencies. This is all
achieved through our proprietary trading algorithms. We have
eliminated the need for accredited lenders to match user loans,
allowing us to oﬀer our users instant, aﬀordable loans at interest
rates less than half of the closest competitor.

Flexible

All contracts can be adjusted at any time.
We understand things can change and we
fully support our users’ needs.

The Swappit platform oﬀers:

Scalable

•

Our innovative system is fully scalable;
we leverage the liquidity of the derivatives
market rather than rely on lenders.

•

A lending platform that provides fiat loans that
are secured by cryptocurrency collateral;
Swap (SWAP) Tokens are used to pay fees and facilitate
transactions within the platform.

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

HOW IT WORKS
Users deposit their cryptocurrency into the platform as collateral, and in return, will receive fiat to participate in traditional
economies without foregoing the price appreciation of cryptocurrency.
To guarantee transparency, Swappit will keep all records of
agreements on the main network of the Ethereum blockchain.
All agreements will be governed by immutable smart contracts,
creating a trustless environment.
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